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such a pleasure to be a reader and a commenter! so, youre saying that trump is incapable of
grammar. right on! if the gop actually seats him, then that would say a lot too, (so theres hope!!) i
think most people have a limited vocabulary, can get away with a lot of colloquialisms (or just plain

grammatical incorrectness), but still be able to connect with a large audience. theyre capable of
speaking and grammar doesnt really matter to them, other than how they present themselves. some
like it edgy, others want to play it safe. theyre all slightly crazy, but not out of touch with the general
public. i hope trump doesnt win. i dont want him to win as i dont think this is about him, but rather
the establishment wanting to ensure there is no peaceful transition of power. ive never wanted a
president to take over that wasnt "of the people". at the same time, this is also not about human

rights or justice. i do wonder if the establishment thinks there is no other way to prevent the biggest
untrusted man on the planet from running the biggest military on earth other than by winning the

election? if youre going to stand up to the establishment, then you need to be a "man of the people",
"woman of the people", "undocumented immigrants of the people", etc. trump isnt a member of any

of those categories. julius caesar, a caesar who hates caesars, becomes one in a farcical
reenactment of the assassination of julius caesar on the streets of rome. a brutus, who hates tyrants,

then begins to suspect himself of such, as he watches his friend assassinate himself from atop the
rostrum. a cassius, who hates conspiracies, then learns that his wife is conspiring to marry a man

who is both a conspirator and a tyrant. a conspiracy of tyrants and a conspiracy of women, all taking
place in a city that is both the birthplace of the republic and the cradle of misogyny.
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this picture is actually the cover of 'bitches love crack'. it shows a group of women enjoying some of
the culinary delights of using crack as a getaway from a hard and dangerous life. it is also a great
example of how the media sometimes does some harm to social problems like addiction and other

health problems that affect black communities. for example, the media has led many people to
believe that crack is a scourge on society and that a lot of people have cancer and other illnesses

due to crack use. the show is a comedy show that is political satire of commentary on current
events. it mostly talks about issues that effect blacks like police brutality, and racism in the justice
system, but it also covers issues that affect us all. since it is important for us to discuss both the

good and the bad in politics, i thought it might be a good idea to start a conversation here to
continue the discussion. i disagree with this. while black people know that trump is unqualified to be
president, we dont necessarily think of melania as black. it strikes me that she looks a lot more like a
white woman than a black woman. she is probably smart and sharp. i dont know how she would act
as president, but she can certainly hold her own. i really wish that we could see more black women
in politics. go trump! go melania! this guy is the epitome of positive thinking. he is has successful in
the real world at making things happen, and now he is going to make the great white house happen.

when he announces he is changing his name to donald jelly trump, i will be right there supporting
him. 5ec8ef588b
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